
 
 
 

Compression Dynamics 
Federal-Mogul Document #1524 

 

Static Compression Testing 
 
Start with a normal static compression test, all spark plugs removed – spark and fuel disabled - 
throttle fully open – engine warm. Record reading by cylinder (after cranking 4-5 engine 
revolutions). 
 
 
Base Formula: 
Compression Ratio x 14.7 = Static Value 
 
Example: Manufacturers Spec of 9:1 x 14.7 = 133.7 psi 
(Compare with manufacturer specification on psi) 
 

Dynamic Compression Testing 
 

Running Compression (with Schrader valve removed from compression gauge) 
 

Install all spark plugs but one. Reconnect fuel and enable ignition. Ground spark plug wire for 
cylinder disconnected with gauge installed. Run engine and observe highest readings.  
Snap Compression 
 
With engine running quickly snap the throttle. The readings should rise, record reading. (Try not 
to use the gas pedal for this test) 
 

Reading Interpretation 
 

Cyl.  Static  Running  Snap 
 
  1    150       75     125 
 
  2    175       80     130 
 
  3    160       75     120 
 
  4    160       80     125 
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Static Results: 
Compare to manufactures specs. Allow no more than 10% variation between cylinder. 
 
Dynamic Results: 
Running compression at idle should be approximately 50% of cranking results. 
 
Snap Results: 
Test results from the snap test should be about 80% of cranking test. 
 

Diagnosis from Readings 
 

Example 1: Restricted Intake 
 

 Static  Running  Snap 
   150       75     80 

 
If snap reading is low (much less than 80% of static test) check for restriction on the intake side 
of combustion chamber. Example: Worn intake lobe on camshaft, worn intake guides, rocker 
arm problems or heavy carbon deposits on intake valve or intake manifold. 
 
Example 2: Restricted Exhaust 
 

 Static  Running  Snap 
 
   150       75     180 

 
If snap measurement is high (much higher than 80% of static test) check for restricted exhaust on 
that cylinder. Example: Worn exhaust lobe on camshaft or collapsed lifter. NOTE: If all 
cylinders are high, check for clogged converter or exhaust system. 
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